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Abstract

Narwhal (Monodon monoceros) is one of the most mysterious marine mammals, due to its isolated habitat in the Arctic region. Tagging is a technology that has the potential to explore the activities of this species, where behavioral information can be collected from instrumented individuals. This includes accelerometer data, diving and acoustic data as well as GPS positioning. An essential element in understanding the ecological role of toothed whales is to characterize their feeding behavior and estimate the amount of food consumption. Buzzes are sounds emitted by toothed whales that are related directly to the foraging behaviors. It is therefore of interest to measure or estimate the rate of buzzing to estimate prey intake. The main goal of this paper is to find a way to detect prey capture attempts directly from accelerometer data, and thus be able to estimate food consumption without the need for the more demanding acoustic data. We develop three automated buzz detection methods based on accelerometer and depth data solely. We use a dataset from five narwhals instrumented in East Greenland in 2018 to train, validate and test a logistic regression model and the state-of-the art machine learning algorithms random forest and deep learning, using the buzzes detected from acoustic data as the ground truth. The deep learning algorithm performed best among the tested methods. We conclude that reliable buzz detectors can be derived from high-frequency-sampling, back-mounted accelerometer tags, thus providing an alternative tool for studies of foraging ecology of marine mammals in their natural environments. We also compare buzz detection with certain movement patterns, such as sudden changes in acceleration (jerks), found in other marine mammal species for estimating prey capture. We find that narwhals do not seem to make big jerks when foraging and conclude that their hunting patterns in that respect differ from other marine mammals.
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Introduction

The narwhal (*Monodon monoceros*) is a high-Arctic cetacean known for its characteristic tusk (Graham, et al., 2020). It is among the deepest diving cetaceans and can dive to depths of more than 1800 meters (Heide-Jørgensen, 2009). Narwhals dive to forage, and their main prey includes Greenland halibut (*Reinhardtius hippoglossoides*), polar cod (*Boreogadus saida*), capelin (*Ammodytes villosus*) and squids (*Gonatus sp.*) (Heide-Jørgensen, et al., 1994; Laidre & Heide-Jørgensen, 2005). In disphotic and aphotic zones, they need to use acoustics to explore their environment and locate prey, i.e., echolocation, by producing short-duration sounds (clicks) and listening for echoes reflected from surrounding objects (Berta, et al., 2015); and buzzes, a series of clicks with short inter-click-interval (below 50 milliseconds) (Blackwell, et al., 2018). The clicks are used for orientation, and buzzes mark the final phase of a potential prey capture event. How frequently they forage and successfully catch a prey is largely unknown due to difficult environmental and logistical conditions in the Arctic that complicate direct studies of prey intake. We have therefore used tagging technologies to collect behavioral data to elucidate the feeding behavior. The movements of five whales were studied during summer in Scoresby Sound of East Greenland in 2018. Facing strong climate changes in the Arctic area, many species in this region are under threat. Understanding foraging behavior of narwhals helps us to understand the conflicts between their food intake and the increasing level of anthropogenic activities, e.g., fisheries and shipping, in the effort to conserve this unique cetacean.

Accelerometer data and acoustic data are widely used in marine mammal science to understand behavior of whales (Nowacek, et al., 2016). Accelerometer data are collected by tri-axial accelerometers that combine two components: the static acceleration due to gravity and the dynamic acceleration due to the motion of the whale, along three axes: surge (longitudinal X-axis); sway (Y-axis); and heave (vertical Z-axis) orientations (Shepard, et al., 2008; Wilson, et al., 2008). Acoustic data are recordings of vibration of medium around the recording devices caused by acoustic radiation (Swanson, 2008). Currently, acoustic data is the best way to estimate potential successful prey capture due to the assumption that a buzz is the sound narwhals make just before attempting to catch their targets. Hence, we assume that it may have some specific movement pattern around the time a buzz occurs. Such a pattern was discovered in harbor seals (*Phoca vitulina*) (Ydesen, et al., 2014), and harbor porpoises (*Phocoena phocoena*) (Wisniewska, et al., 2016), where they made big jerks, i.e., sudden movements, before catching prey. We may not need acoustic data but can use accelerometer data to discover potential prey capture events.

One of the crucial differences between acceleration and acoustic signals in biotelemetry is that acceleration is an easier parameter to collect. Due to the relatively low sampling frequencies of < 500 Hz, data collection can be achieved by less memory and less battery power enabling longer deployments. Accelerometers are therefore also small-in-size enabling their use in various applications for a large range of species. Furthermore, the small size of instruments decreases drags and other negative effects on the individual carrying the tag. Due to the general high sampling rate of acoustic data, acoustics are currently used only in animal-borne archival applications, where the data are stored
onboard the instrument. Retrieval of archival instruments can, however, be challenging in habitats such as the polar regions, where ice and extreme seasonal variation of light constrain research to the summer months. Detecting behaviors from acceleration would be an important step for developing satellite-linked biotelemetry applications, that would allow data upload directly from the instrument mounted on the animal. This would in turn extent the temporal and spatial range of behavioral and ecological research.

Analyzing accelerometer and acoustic data to detect behavioral patterns of whales is of considerable interest, e.g., for sperm whale (Fais, et al., 2016) and whale/dolphin (Hillman, et al., 2003). The bulk of these analyses are performed by engineering features from the acquired data and processing them with a suitable prediction algorithm such as logistic regression, support vector machines or random forest. However, feature engineering is a difficult art that requires lots of expert knowledge and is time consuming (Ng, 2015), especially when the data is noisy, vast and if not already well understood. Since the 2000s, the deep learning era has had many breakthroughs from computer vision to natural language understanding, using huge amount of input data without (much) feature engineering like in traditional machine learning approaches (Alsheikh, et al., 2015; Goodfellow, et al., 2016). Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are among the most widely used deep learning architectures (Krizhevsky, et al., 2012; Farabet, et al., 2013; Szegedy, et al., 2015; Tompson, et al., 2015). Unlike in the classical machine learning methods, where one needs to design filters by traditional engineering, CNN can “learn” features directly from the data by its huge number of parameters.

Given the huge amount of data acquired from the animal-borne instruments when sampled at high frequency, we have chosen to explore CNN-based methods for developing robust methods to detect buzzes from accelerometer data. Analyzing time series data at multiple resolutions allows capturing useful temporal correlations and renders it suitable for modelling behavior of narwhals. Our baseline machine learning approach is random forest, which has been used extensively in human accelerometer datasets (e.g., see (Kwapisz, et al., 2010; Bayat, et al., 2014)) as well as in animal studies (Shepard, et al., 2008; Wilson, et al., 2008; Wang, 2019). Furthermore, we compare our CNN model with logistic regression. We hypothesize that there exists some hidden movement pattern during or around the buzzes. Therefore, the main goal in this work is to find patterns that might be descriptive signals during buzzing events of narwhals detected using machine learning algorithms, including traditional ones like random forest, advanced ones like deep learning, or logistic regression. Furthermore, we will also investigate if jerks are correlated with buzz events.
Material and Methods

Ethics statement

Permission for capturing, handling, and tagging of narwhals was provided by the Government of Greenland (Case ID 2010±035453, document number 429 926). The project was reviewed and approved by the IACUC of the University of Copenhagen (June 17th, 2015). Access and permits to use land facilities in Scoresby Sound were provided by the Government of Greenland. No protected species were sampled.

Data

Five male narwhals were instrumented with Acousonde™ acoustic and orientation recorders (www.acousonde.com) in Scoresby Sound, East Greenland in 2018 (Figure 1), for details of the tagging methods see (Heide-Jørgensen, et al., 2015; Heide-Jørgensen, et al., (In prep)). Narwhal acoustic signals can reliably be detected using a relatively low sampling rate (Blackwell, et al., 2018) and the deployments in this work used continuous sampling at 25,811 Hz (16 bit-resolution). In addition, a 3D accelerometer sampled the movements of the whales at 100 Hz and a pressure transducer sampled the depth of the whale at 10 Hz. The data were initially collected to analyze the effects of noise from seismic exploration on the natural lives of narwhals in East Greenland. To avoid interference with altered behavior it was decided to only include data collected before the seismic exposure. In addition, we removed the first 24 hours in all five data sets to eliminate a possible influence from the capturing and tagging (Tervo, et al., 2020). Their IDs were 21791, 20158, 20160, 168433, and 168437. The data set is large with a total length of 121.8 hours and 43,841,100 datapoints for the five narwhals, with a total of 2615 buzzes whose total length is 1 hour 31 minutes 56.8 seconds.
Figure 1: Scheme of the placement of GPS saddle-back tag (light blue) and Acousonde TM behavioral tag (orange) on a narwhal (A), map of Greenland showing the Scoresby Sound fjord (red box) in East Greenland (B) and a zoomed in map of the study area with the location of the field site, Hjørnerdal (marked with a red star), where tagging of narwhals took place (C). The tracks of the five male narwhals used in this study are shown as hourly mean GPS positions. Illustration of a narwhal by Uko Gortner.

All sound files of 30-minute length from the Acousondes were examined manually by two analysts in MTViewer (a custom-written program for analysis of Acousonde data, W.C. Burgess, personal communication) for continuous click trains produced by the whale. A custom-written buzz detector (Matlab, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to identify buzzes made by the whales; all positive buzz detections were verified manually by experienced manual analysts. Each file’s acoustic signal was reviewed visually, then the analyst listened to the first five seconds of each buzz to estimate the background noise. The data set was too big to listen to in its entirety. The lengths of buzzes vary from 0.4 seconds to 6.7 seconds. The positive rates of buzz labels, i.e., the sum of the lengths of buzzes over the total length of the data, of each whale were: 1.37% for narwhal 21791, 0.73% for narwhal 20158, 1.77% for narwhal 168437, 1.12% for narwhal 20160, and 1.40% for narwhal 168433. Note that these lengths were estimated by an automatic detector, and not as accurate if manually recorded. The buzz resolution was 10 Hz; hence it was expanded to 100 Hz to fit the resolution of the accelerometer data. The true dynamic component of accelerometer data is difficult to extract without gyroscopes or speedometers and is unknown for narwhals, so we used the raw data to let the algorithms explore it directly. We included depth as a feature since the buzz distribution strongly depends on depth (Blackwell, et al., 2018).
We tested whether there was an association between buzzes and jerks. A jerk is defined by the norm of the differences of the acceleration of each axis. We define an RMS jerk to be the root-mean-square (RMS) of the three jerk values over a window of 200 milliseconds, i.e., over a total of $3 \times 20 = 60$ data points (Ydesen, et al., 2014). The calculation of RMS over a window was used for smoothing the accelerometer data and attenuate the impact of clipping, i.e., when the signal is larger than the detection threshold (Ydesen, et al., 2014). In each window, we defined a buzz to happen if the whale was buzzing at least half of the duration of the window. We defined a big RMS jerk to happen if the jerk’s RMS was above pre-defined thresholds defined below. We defined a window to be a positive if there was a big RMS jerk (negative if no big RMS jerk), and a true positive if there was both a big RMS jerk and a buzz, and likewise for false positives and true/false negatives. We calculated the precision and the recall for different thresholds for each whale, where the precision is defined as the ratio of the number of true positives over the sum of true positives and false positives, and the recall is defined as the ratio of the number of true positives over the sum of true positives and false negatives. The thresholds were chosen between 0 and 166,000 mG/s, slightly larger than the maximum value of RMS jerks measured in the data. The thresholds were evaluated in steps of 2000 mG/s, where 1 G = 9.81 m/s$^2$. We calculated precision and recall for instantaneous big RMS jerks (at the same time as the buzz), as well as for delays of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 second, respectively, to check if the big RMS jerks happen after the buzz.

We defined a dive as a continuous period during which the maximum depth is at least 20 meters, while 10 meters was chosen as the onset and the end of a dive (Figure 2). We chose 10 meters due to possible wrong zero-offsets of the dive (Luque & Fried, 2011). A dive was separated into three phases: the descending phase, the bottom phase, and the ascending phase, apart from the surface phase. The bottom phase was defined as the period at which the whale spent at or below 75% of the maximum depth of the dive (Tervo, et al., 2020). The descent phase was defined as the period between the onset of the dive and the onset of the bottom phase, and the ascent phase was defined as the period between the end of the bottom phase and the end of the dive.
The phase of a dive is important for the buzzing activity, since the whales typically forage and buzz at the bottom of the dive, and buzz less during descend and ascend. The categorical feature describing the four dive phases was included by one-hot encoding where each phase is transformed into a binary vector: surface as (1,0,0,0), descending as (0,1,0,0), bottom as (0,0,1,0), and ascending as (0,0,0,1). Thus, we have five features: the three accelerometer axes $A_X, A_Y, A_Z$, the depth, and the diving phase. An example of a subsample of the record of narwhal 21791 shows the features during the bottom phase of a dive together with the response variable of buzzing, where one encodes that a buzz is happening (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Example of the record of narwhal 21791 showing the time evolution of the four features and the response variable Buzz, during the bottom phase of a dive. The panels show the 3D accelerometer data, the depth, and the buzzes (1 is presence, and 0 is absence). Note the increased variability in the accelerometer data during some of the buzzes.

**Supervised U-Net**

Recently, Perslev *et al.* (Perslev, et al., 2019) used a U-Net encoder-decoder architecture, a specific design using CNN as the base (Ronneberger, et al., 2015), for multidimensional time series, called U-Time. The U-Net originally was designed for image segmentation tasks (Ronneberger, et al., 2015). It uses an encoder-decoder type architecture as shown in Figure 4. U-Net encodes input data to feature maps at multiple resolutions, by applying convolution layers followed by downsampling layers (using max-pooling) in the encoder. The sequence of steps in the encoder, also called the contracting path, allow the convolution layers to learn useful features at different resolutions of the data. Then the decoder up-samples such encoded features through an up-sampling layer, then concatenates with the corresponding feature maps from the encoder through skip connections (Drozdzal, et al., 2016). It helps the decoder to have detailed information in the earlier stages from the contracting path, which is lost due to pooling layers in the encoder. Moreover, skip connections make the model easier to optimize in practice (He, et al., 2016). The output of the decoder in a U-Net makes predictions at full resolution in the output data. Perslev *et al.* have shown that their U-Net model, the U-Time, has obtained similar performance as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) (Williams, et al., 1986), the default choice for time series data, while RNN is harder to train. Therefore,
following their work, we used U-Time architecture as the deep learning model for detecting buzzes from the input data.

Figure 4: Structure of a U-Time network. The dashed lines are skip connections. The continuous lines connect the encoder and the decoder. The inputs are time series (accelerometer and depth data), while the yellow interval indicates the duration when buzz happens.

**U-Net Implementation**

We implemented the U-Time/U-Net model (Ronneberger, et al., 2015; Perslev, et al., 2019) in Python 3.6.9 using PyTorch 1.6.0 (Paszke, et al., 2017) on Google Collaboratory with NVIDIA P100 of 16 GB of RAM (Google, 2020). We used the same architecture as (Perslev, et al., 2019), except that we replaced the last activation function softmax with sigmoid, since the classification problem is binary.

**Optimization objective**

The dataset is very imbalanced (buzzes occur only rarely in the dataset). This makes the standard machine learning algorithms, including deep learning, perform poorly. Accuracy is the default loss used by most algorithms, where wrongly predicted zeros and ones are penalized the same. However, when most labels are the same (in the dataset, more than 98% of the responses are zeros), the prediction of all being zero (i.e., concentrating on the majority) will lead to a high accuracy, but be uninformative for the problem (Visa & Ralescu, 2005).

We therefore used the Dice loss (DL) (Smith, et al., 2020), which is a loss designed for highly imbalanced data, where wrongly predicted ones are penalized more than wrongly predicted zeros, defined by

\[
DL = 1 - \frac{2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i g_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i + \sum_{i=1}^{N} g_i}
\]

where \( p_i \) is the predicted probability of a buzz at time \( i \), and \( g_i \) is the ground truth (the observed buzz or not) at time \( i \) and takes values 0 or 1 for \( i = 1, \ldots, N \).
Let \( \alpha = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} g_i \) be the proportion of ones in the data set, where \( 0 < \alpha \ll 1 \) since the dataset is imbalanced. If the model predicts all 0’s, i.e. \( p_i = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), then \( DL = 1 \) because \( p_i g_i = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N \). If the model predicts all 1’s, i.e. \( p_i = 1 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), then \( DL > 1 - 2\alpha \approx 1 \) since \( \alpha \ll 1 \). On the other hand, if the model predicts all correctly, then \( DL = 0 \). Therefore, Dice loss penalizes effectively if the model predicts all 0’s or all 1’s.

**Model selection**

We divided the data set into training, validation and test sets following a ratio of 60:20:20 chronologically for each of the five whales, then combined the training, validation, and test sets from each whale. We also performed cross validation on each of the whales, i.e., trained on three whales, validated on one, and used the last one for testing, to evaluate how well the trained model generalized to a new dataset. The Dice loss was computed between the model predictions and the ground truth of the training data. The validation data is used to avoid over-fitting. The difference between the model’s prediction and the ground truth was measured by the Dice loss. Stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithms were used on the training data to update the model parameters gradually by iterations, denoted epochs. The validation set was used to select the epoch at which the validation loss, the loss measured on the validation set, was minimal, before the models overfitted. The trained models were then evaluated independently on the test sets to avoid data leakage, a phenomenon where there is some information leakage from validation sets or test sets into training sets.

**Optimization**

We did hyper-parameter search for batch size and the number of convolution filters at the first convolutional layer of the U-Net. Batch size, related to mini-batch gradient descent, is primarily used to smooth the gradients, and can be parallelized. Convolution filters, or filter banks (whose parameters need to be learnt), are used to transform the input to feature maps. The number of hidden units varied between two, four, eight, and sixteen, while batch sizes varied between two, four, eight, and sixteen during our preliminary experiments. We used Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with different learning rates between 0.01, \( 5 \times 10^{-3}, 10^{-3} \), and \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \). Smaller learning rates did not help to make the model converge after trial and error. We ran until 301 epochs but did early stopping if there were no improvements after 150 epochs since the best epoch, i.e., the epoch at which the loss function is minimum. We decided to tune the best hyperparameters on only one whale, the data from narwhal 168433, since it was computationally expensive.

**Random forest and logistic regression implementation**

There are no hyper parameters in logistic regression, and therefore no need for a validation set. We therefore divided the data set into training and test sets following a ratio of 80:20 for each of the five whales. We implemented logistic regression (Harrell, 2015) and random forest (Ho, 1995; Breiman, 2001; Boehmke & Greenwell, 2020) as our baseline methods to compare with U-Net. We used the default hyperparameter setting of random forest in Scikit-learn (Pedregosa, et al., 2011), which works well in most cases (Probst, et al., 2019). We implemented random forest with balanced subsample, i.e., for
each tree we assigned greater weights to the minority class (here the positive class) based on its bootstrap sample (Chen, et al., 2004). To improve the learning of these models, manual feature extraction should be done. Selecting the right features is a difficult and intricate task, however, these two traditional methods are more robust and easier to interpret (Warmerdam, 2018).

Feature extraction was done for both logistic regression and random forest, following Bayat, et al. (2014). The data were divided into successive windows consisting of 100 consecutive data points, i.e., one second, to compress information into features. Each window shared an overlap of 50 data points with the next window, to assure that no specific pattern was broken due to the edges of these windows (Figure 5). We used twenty-seven features:

- Mean, standard deviation (STD), root mean square (RMS) and MinMax (the difference between maximum and minimum within a window) of accelerometer components $A_X, A_Y, A_Z$ along three axes $X, Y, Z$, as well as the mean depth (13 features).
- STD, RMS and MinMax of the magnitude of the acceleration $A_m = \sqrt{A_X^2 + A_Y^2 + A_Z^2}$ (three features).
- Number of peaks, elapsed time between consecutive local peaks of accelerometer components $A_X, A_Y, A_Z$ along three axes $X, Y, Z$, as well as the variance of the number of peaks of $A_X, A_Y, A_Z$ (seven features).
- Correlations between $A_X$ and $A_Y$, $A_Y$ and $A_Z$, $A_Z$ and $A_X$ (three features).
- Dive phase, encoded by one-hot encoding.

A window was marked as positive if more than 50% of its corresponding output values belonged to a buzz, and negative otherwise (Figure 5). We had 6,348 positive windows out of 526,086 windows against 27 features, enough for robust maximum likelihood estimation of the logistic regression model following the one in ten rule (Peduzzi, et al., 2006; Harrell, 2015). We also tried to test whether logistic regression worked better when detecting only the start of buzzes instead of the whole length of the buzzes, however, the performance was worse (results not shown).
Results

Machine learning models

Model hyperparameters of the U-Net models were tuned using a smaller dataset from a single narwhal 168433. The best U-Net models were those with four hidden units. The features of the data for the U-Net model were accelerometer components $A_X$, $A_Y$, $A_Z$ and the depth data. The model for all five whales having the best validation loss is presented in Figure 6. Dice loss was smallest at the 224th epoch of the validation set, at which the parameters were chosen for U-Net models.
Figure 6: The training and validation loss when the number of hidden units at first convolution layer are four of the best models with respect to hyper-parameters tuning

We evaluated the U-Net models on the five test sets from each whale as well as the entire test set in Figure 7. It shows the proportion of correct predictions of buzzes of the models, where we define a correct prediction with some slack: the percentage overlap between predicted and true buzzes. An example for the cases of 50% percentage overlap and 1 second distance between predicted and true buzzes is shown in Figure 8. The proportion of correct predictions of buzzes with a maximum distance to its nearest true buzz smaller than 0.1 seconds and 0.5 seconds (only for U-Net, since the other two models, random forest and logistic regression, only have a resolution of one second), and 1 second, 2 seconds, 3 seconds, 4 seconds, 5 seconds were calculated for all the models (Figure 7).

The U-Net with cross validation performed similarly on each whale, except for narwhal 20158, compared to the U-Net trained and validated on data from all whales. This is reassuring since the algorithm then could possibly generalize well to the narwhal population. There were almost no differences between 500, 1000, and 2000 trees for random forest (results not shown), so we chose the one with 2000 trees. This random forest model predicted poorly on the raw data and even worse with lowpass filtered data of 0.25 Hz (results not shown). Finally, logistic regression models predicted better than random forest, but not as good as the U-Net.
Figure 7: The proportion of correct predictions of buzzes of the four models: U-Net, U-Net (cross validation), random forest, and logistic regression. On X-axis is shown: the first four indices of the overlap between predicted and true buzzes; the next indices show the proportion of predicted buzzes with a maximum distance to its nearest true buzz smaller than 0.1 seconds, 0.5 seconds (only for U-Net), and 1 second, 2 second, 3 second, 4 seconds and 5 seconds for all the models. The colored lines are the values for each whale, the black line is for all five whales together.

Figure 8: Examples of the definition of partial correct prediction: a) 50% overlap, and b) distance of one second between ground truth (orange) and prediction (blue)

If the focus of the analysis is to identify foraging dives, i.e., those dives where buzzes occur, and in that case, how many buzzes the whale emits during that dive, the results improved the classification of dives with feeding activities. We evaluated whether the methods could distinguish between foraging dives with buzzes and exploring dives without buzzes, as well as whether the number of buzzes in each dive could be predicted, even if the exact timing of the buzzes were wrong. Technically, we evaluated the models by counting the number of consecutive series of ones (i.e., buzzing events). There were 456 dives in total, among them 152 were foraging dives, i.e., having buzzes (33.3%). The number of predicted buzzes against the number of true buzzes within each dive is plotted in Figure 9, for U-Net, random forest and logistic regression. Only the U-Net model distinguished well between dives with buzzes and those without buzzes. For the U-Net model, the number of true negatives were 39, false positives were 3, false negatives were 0, and true positives were 23, thus, for identifying foraging/non-foraging dives, the
precision was 88% and the recall was 100%. Furthermore, it captured the trend of the number of buzzes within dives well, even if slightly overestimated. The random forest model correctly classified the non-foraging dives, however, for foraging dives it always underestimated the number of buzzes, often as zero. Logistic regression predicted slightly better, but it also underestimated the number of buzzes in each dive and estimated too many non-foraging dives.

![Sample size](image)

**Figure 9:** Scatter plot of the number of predicted buzzes against the number of true buzzes per dive for U-Net, random forest, and logistic regression. Size of the dots indicate the number of points. The dashed line is the identity line. The red points indicate the dive illustrated in Figure 11.

In Figure 10, we compared the differences of the number of buzzes and of the time spent buzzing per dive. The U-Net model tended to predict more buzzes than the ground truth, while random forest and logistic regression models predicted less than the ground truth, as also shown in Figure 11. The same pattern emerged for the buzz lengths. All in all, the U-Net performed best on both predictions of number of buzzes as well as on the time spent buzzing per dive (length of buzzing period).
Figure 10: Histograms of A) the difference between the number of buzzes from the predictions and the ground truth, and B) the difference between the sum of the lengths of the buzzes per dive for U-Net, random forest, and logistic regression.

An example of the predictions compared to the ground truth from the three models is shown in Figure 11. It illustrates the dive with most buzzes, which is a dive from narwhal 20158, showing clearly, that the U-Net model predicted best with many overlaps between predictions and ground truth, while logistic regression came second.
Figure 11: Example of a dive of the record of narwhal 20158 with ground truth buzz (orange) and prediction buzz (blue). The first panel illustrates the U-Net model, the second illustrates the random forest, and the third illustrates logistic regression. The smaller panel within each panel show a zoomed-in section of the time-depth series marked with a dashed line.
Jerk analysis

Figure 12 shows the precision and recall of RMS jerks at different thresholds. The precision of prediction of buzzes from big RMS jerks is low, less than 0.25, for thresholds less than 12,500 mG/s. It increases for larger thresholds; the precision for narwhals 168437 and 168433 even reach 1 for some thresholds, but the true positives and the recalls decrease extremely fast to close to zero. Note that for a threshold of zero, the precision equals the proportion of ones in the data, and the recall equals one. Additional attempts with a delayed jerk within 1 second (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 second) after the buzzes can be found in Supplementary Material. Figure 13 shows an example trace, with several high RMS peaks without any buzz activity, while there are a few high RMS peaks close to the buzzes. We therefore conclude that jerks are not a suitable criterion for detecting buzzes and prey capture events.

![Graph showing precision and recall of RMS jerks for different thresholds for predicting buzzes.](image-url)

*Figure 12: Precision and recall of RMS jerks for different thresholds for predicting buzzes.*
Figure 13: Example of two dives of the record of narwhal 21791. The upper two panels show the time-depth series and RMS jerk of a buzzing dive; the lower two panels show the time-depth series and RMS jerks of a non-buzzing dive. The orange lines indicate presence of buzzes, in the upper right panel the RMS jerks are colored orange when buzzing.

Conclusions

In this study, we investigated if some special movement patterns present around the times of buzzes from free ranging narwhals can be detected by machine learning methods. Our results show that the U-Net can be used to detect buzzes from accelerometer data. We also examined whether the narwhals make big jerks around buzzes, which have been found in a previous study of captive harbor seals (Ydesen, et al., 2014). They used a triaxial accelerometer to collect head- and jaw mounted accelerometer data in prey capturing attempts. It works well also in a wild environment for harbor porpoises (Wisniewska, et al., 2016), as well as sperm whales (Fais, et al., 2016). In our study, the tags are positioned on the back of narwhals, so it may not detect more subtle head- and jaw-jerks, but major body movements towards targeted prey during buzzing events should be detectable. We frequently identified acceleration peaks in the narwhal data that did not follow a buzzing event, and analysis showed that both the precision and recall were poor. Moreover, we tested on free ranging narwhals rather than captive specimens, so the variances are larger. The narwhals may engage in many different movement activities that imply quick movements, so false positives might be high if only big RMS jerks are used as a criterion. We therefore conclude that big RMS jerks are not trustworthy indicators for detection of buzz events. From an anatomical perspective the absence of teeth in the jaws also makes raptorial feeding less likely and suggests that narwhals ingest prey by buccal suction feeding. The narwhals that were instrumented for this study feed on squids in the water column that presumably are easy
to capture and ingest. Other narwhal populations feed on halibut that may require a more raptorial capturing approach and rapid movements during the buzz phase of the prey strike.

With the improvement of tagging technologies, more data especially from accelerometer instruments can be collected and tools like machine learning for big data analysis might contribute enormously to the understanding of marine predators. We have demonstrated an application of deep learning, with U-Net, to accelerometer and depth data for detection of buzzes in narwhals. The performance of U-Net was superior to random forest, the baseline method of tabular dataset, which failed to detect the buzzes. We used the Dice loss function, which is suitable for an imbalanced dataset. The trained model can be used to make predictions or facilitate the training process on new datasets, called transfer learning (Pratt, 1993). It distinguished well between foraging dives with buzzes and exploring dives without buzzes, much better than random forest and logistic regression. Its buzz predictions were much closer to the ground truth than the two other models’ predictions as well.

Finding the right features for random forest or logistic regression is particularly hard in new applications. Thus, we cannot definitively conclude that U-Net, or more general deep learning, is superior without further research. A simple method like logistic regression performed better than random forest, although worse than U-Net. Furthermore, the determination of the right hyper-parameters for the U-Net is computationally expensive. The performance of logistic regression might be improved by more careful feature selection such as including correlation of buzzes. Logistic regressions have an advantage of being much simpler and much more transparent than the U-Net or deep learning in general.

Although our study shows positive results on the use of U-Net models, there are several limitations that require more analysis. For example, deep learning methods, in general, are not transparent because of the huge number of parameters. The general way of learning is by trial-and-error, i.e., to test different hyper-parameters and/or loss functions. It creates an enormous training time, as well as a high carbon footprint (Anthony, et al., 2020), and makes it vulnerable to spurious findings due to the lack of transparency. Combining signal processing techniques and more transparent statistical/machine learning methods, may help to understand when and why the methods work (Forde & Paganini, 2019; Succi & Coveney, 2019). However, our results provide some evidence that deep learning provides a valuable tool compared to traditional machine learning or statistical methods. The supervised machine learning approaches in this study could be extended to any other marine mammals’ datasets.
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Figure S1: Precision and recall of RMS jerks for different thresholds for predicting buzzes for different delays of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 second.